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The double Mellin transforms of the unramitied Whittaker functions on GL(3, C) 
are evaluated as products of Gamma functions. Several applications of this formula 
are indicated. In particular, the special Whittaker function occurring in connection 
with the cubic theta function on GL(3) is evaluated in terms of the Bessel function 
K,:,. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
The theory of Whittaker functions on reductive groups over a local field 
was initiated by Jacquet [lo], who defined the Whittaker functions and 
proved their functional equations. These Whittaker functions have proved 
important in harmonic analysis, for example, in the theory of automorphic 
forms. Bump [l] considered the nonramilied Whittaker functions on 
GL(3, R), whose double Mellin transform he evaluated. We shall develop 
here a similar formula for the Mellin transforms of nonramified Whittaker 
functions on GL(3, C). From this, we shall deduce a formula which is 
analogous to the well-known fact that the Bessel function Ki12(x) = 
Jlr/2x ePX. In fact we shall show that in a special case, the Whittaker func- 
tion on GL(3, C) may be expressed in terms of the Bessel function K,,,. 
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This particular Whittaker function occurs in connection with the cubic 
theta function considered by Proskurin [12] and Bump and Hoffstein 
16, 71. 
Specifically, let re(v,), re(vz) > 3. For positive real y,, y,, let 
~“,,“*(Yl, Y2) = (27T3”‘-3v2+1 z-(S) r(.y 
xr 3v, +3v, -2 
( 2 ) 
y;‘l + ‘Zy;’ + 2v2 
X 
HI 
c c c(Ix312+Ix2/2Y:+~~~:)-3y”2 
~~I~,12+l~,12Y:+Y:Y:~-3y2/2 
x e4ni(ul + u2) dx, dx, dx,, (1) 
where x4 = xi x2 - x3, xj = uj + ivj, for j = 1 to 4, and dx denotes Lebesgue 
measure on C. It is a consequence of a theorem of Jacquet [lo] (valid for 
general reductive groups) that WV,,,2(y,, y2) has analytic continuation to 
all vi, v2, and satisfies certain functional equations, which are local analogs 
of the functional equations satisfied by Eisenstein series. For a treatment in 
our notation of the GL(3, C) case, we refer to Bump and Hoffstein [6, 
Sect. 33. 
We shall prove 
THEOREM 1. Zf re(v,), re(v2) > f and re(s,) > re(v, + 2v, - 2), re(s2) > 
re(2vi + v2 - 2), then 
cc m 
s 5 0 0 W”,,“*(Ylr Y2) Y;‘-2Ys*-2 dyl dy2 --,=A (27c-“1-“2 
x r(y) z-(q) r(y) r(y) zp$) ,iy), 
Sl +s2 
(2) 
Z-- ( > 2 
where a= -vl -2v, +2, b= -vl +v,, and c=2v, +v, -2. 
The hypothesis that re(v,), re(v2) > f is unnecessary if re(si) and re(s2) 
are sufftciently large. 
As an immediate corollary, using the Mellin inversion formula, one 
obtains the following Mellin-Barnes integral representation for IV,,,,,, valid 
for 0 sufficiently large. 
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COROLLARY. We have 
xr(~)r(s~)r(s~)r(~)r(~)r(s~) 
Sl +s* r- 
( > 2 
x (27cy,)-“’ (27~y*)-~~ ds, ds,. 
The latter formula will not generalize to G,!,(n). Indeed, these Whittaker 
functions have analogs on p-adic groups. Pursuing the p-adic analogy, one 
learns that for the Whittaker functions on GL(4, C) the Mellin transform 
i 
02 cc 
s I 
73 
WY,, 
dy, dy, dy, 
Y,, Y3) 
0 0 0 Y;‘-3Y:-4y?-3-j---~ I 2 
should not be expected to be a product of Gamma functions unless si = 
s2 + s3 (or s3 = si + s2). These special cases are related to the theory of the 
“exterior square” in Bump and Friedberg [4]. 
Theorem 1, and its analog for GL( 3, R) (cf. [ 1 ] ), have several applica- 
tions. One may use Theorem 1 to obtain the analytic continuation and 
explicit polar divisor for Poincare series SL(3, C) following the procedure 
of Bump, Friedberg, and Goldfeld [S] on SL(3, R). Theorem 1 or its real 
analog also plays a role in the study of certain Rankin-Selberg convolu- 
tions of Bump [3] and Bump and Friedberg [4]. It has also been found 
by Hoffstein and Murty [9] that one may deduce from Theorem 1 and 
from the result of Bump [3] the local functional equation which is required 
for the proof of the functional equations of standard L-functions on GL(3) 
by the method of Jacquet, Piatetski-Shapiro, and Shalika [ 111. This work 
of Hoffstein and Murty gives a stronger result than that of Jacquet, 
Piatetski-Shapiro, and Shalika, since their formula is valid for Whittaker 
functions associated to induced representations which are not necessarily 
unitary. See also Bump [2, Sect. 2.61, for further discussion of these 
matters. 
Moreover, Theorem 1 leads to the following explicit formula for the 
special Whittaker function associated with the cubic theta function on 
GL(3, C), as in Proskurin [ 121 and Bump and Hoffstein [6,7]. Namely, 
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THEOREM 2. We have 
1 
w*,!%8,9(Yl? Y2) = - 
4tb 
yy3y;13 Jpyrp 
x K,,,(47++3 + y:'3)3'*), 
This is analogous to the classical formula K,,,(x) = m e-X, which is 
related to the Whittaker function associated with quadratic theta functions 
on GL(2, C). Thus it appears that the Whittaker functions associated with 
theta functions on the n-fold metaplectic covers of GL(n) tend to simplify. 
The leading term of the asymptotic expansion of WV,Jyl, y2) as y,, 
y, + co is expected to be independent of v, and v2. In the special case 
v1 = v2 = $, these asymptotics may be read of from the known asymptotics 
of K,,3 (Whittaker and Watson [14, Sect. 17.713, where the factor cos(nn) 
should be ignored, because Whittaker and Watson’s notation for K, is not 
precisely standard). Thus we obtain heuristically the following asymptotic 
value for WV,,,, when y,, y, are large: 
WV,Jyl, y,)-2-7’23-“2(y,y2)4’3 (~:‘~+y:‘~)-~‘~ 
x exp( -4x( y:” + y:13)3/2). 
This observation is the starting point for work in progress of Bump and 
Huntley on the asymptotic expansions of the Whittaker functions. 
The analogs for GL(3, R) of Theorems 1 and 2 were obtained in Bump 
[l] (except note that the right-hand side of (10.2) on p. 161 of [l] should 
be divided by K*). Two proofs of Theorem 1 were given, one (Chapter 2 of 
[ 11) based on the local Multiplicity One Theorem of Shalika [13], and 
the other (Chapter 10 of Cl]) using in a crucial way the theory of 
Eisenstein series. Our treatment here is close to this second method, with 
one important difference: that the (aesthetically displeasing) recourse to 
Eisenstein series has been replaced by an argument based on Cauchy’s 
theorem, a suggestion of J. Hoffstein. We would like to thank him for this 
remark, which also affords an improved treatment of the result for 
GL(3, R). Indeed, dissatisfaction with the two proofs of this result in [ 1 ] 
was part of the motivation for this work. 
1. THE DOUBLE MELLIN TRANSFORM 
Let us begin by showing that the integral on the left side of (2) is con- 
vergent if re(s, + a), re(s, -c) > 0, assuming that re(v,), re(v*) > f. In (l), 
replace x, by y,x,, x2 by y,x,, and x3 by y, y2x3. We see that the left side 
of (2) equals 
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(27c)- 
3”,-3”2+1 q%) q?) fh +;v2 -2) 
co Cc 
X s s Y”l’+“Y?-’ 0 0 sss c c c (Ix,12+ Ix212+ 1)-3v’!2 
x (Ix,12+ 1x1 12+ 1)-3”z’2 
4, dy, x e4ni(Y~“~ + YPz) dx, dx2 dx3 _ __, 
Yl Y2 
Here the inner triple integral is bounded, and of faster than polynomial 
decay in yr , y2 by the usual integration by parts argument. This proves our 
assertion. 
Our proof of (2) will be valid for 
O<re(l--s, --a)< 1, re(s, +b)>O, 
O<re(l -s2 +c)< 1, re(s, -b) > 0. 
By analytic continuation, it is sufficient to prove (2) assuming these 
inequalities. With this assumption, we shall show that 
ws,,s,;v,, v,)= 
where M(s,, s,; vr, v2) denotes the integral on the left side of (2), and 
m,, s,; VI, v2) 
4z$o)r(3~~+~~-2) 
Xlorn Jorn I_“,, s_r,. i:, i_:, 
(u: + u: + y:( 1 + u:, + y:y:, -3v1’2 
x((1-uu1u2-uJ2+(ul+u2-u~)2 
+ y;(l +u:)+ y;~;)-~‘~~du, du,dv, du3y~yL+y2+s’-2 
“,+2”*+Sl-2dYl dY2 
XY2 
Yl Y2’ 
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We shall see below that the integral I($,, s,; vi, v2) is convergent assuming 
the inequalities re(l - s, - a) > 0, re(s, + b) > 0, re( 1 - s2 + c) > 0, 
re(s, -b) > 0, and in this case, we shall prove that 
(4) 
Together, (3) and (4) imply Theorem 1. 
To prove (3), we shall regard the integration SC SC SC dx, dx2 dx3 in (1) 
as a sixfold contour integral jZm jTm jYa, JY’oo jYoo j’Zco dul dv, du, dv2 
du, do,, and we shall deform the paths of integration with respect to the 
six variables by means of Cauchy’s theorem. Simultaneously, we shall 
deform the paths of integration with respect to y, and yz. Let 1, and A2 be 
parameters which are to equal 1 initially. We will split the integral into four 
parts, according to the signs (before deformation) of ui and u2, and 
integrate over the following contours. Either 
24, =&u;, 0, =Izlv;, Yl = 11 vi: 
where we integrate u; = 0 to co, v;=-00 to co, y; =o to co, 
or else 
241 = -x,u;, 01 = -x,v;, Yl =&Y;: 
where we integrate u; = co to 0, vi = -co to co, y; =0 to co; 
and either 
u2 = A24, v2 = I,& Y2 =22y;. 
where we integrate u; = 0 to co, vi = --CO to CO, y; =0 to co, 
or else 
u2 = -x,4, 02 = -Jt2v;, Y2 =J,yi: 
where we integrate u; = co to 0, v; = -co to co, y; =0 to 00. 
In each of the four cases, with u, , vi, u2, and v2 fixed, we also wish to 
deform the paths of integration with respect to uJ and vj. We shall take 
u3 = u;u~u~/(u~u;) and vJ = v;u,u,/(u;u;), where u; and vi will be 
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integrated from -co to co. Let u; and vi be real variable defined by 
u; +iu:, =xl, =x;x; -x;. 
Combining the four integrals and dropping the primes, we obtain for the 
left side of (2): 
dy, dy, 
x y”;‘+“yT-” ~y2’ 
If I, =,I.* = 1, this equals M(s,, s,; vl, vz). On the other hand, moving I,, 
AZ into the (first quadrant) upper half plane amounts to deforming the path 
of integration as described above, and it follows from Cauchy’s theorem, 
and easy estimates for the integrand, that the value does not change. 
Once A,, 1, move into the first quadrant, the integral becomes absolutely 
convergent, justifying the interchange of the order of integration. To see 
this, consider 
P- 3vl-3v*+1 .(?) =(4) 
x [q +ae4nih + (J,)sI +a ,-4n&l] 
x [Aq ~ ce4niA2u2 + (X2)32 ~ c e -4nii2u2-j 
x(u:+u:+ y:(u:+u:)+ y:y:)-3”‘2 
x (ut+u:+ y;(u;+u:)+ y;~;)-~“~‘* y”l’+‘yg-“du, du, du, du, 
xdyldy, du du 
Yl Yz l 2. 
Substituting y, +ylU], VI +u1u1, Y, + Y,U,, u2 -+u*u2, u3 -+“lu2u3~ 
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u3 -+ u1u2v3, so that u4 + iv, is replaced by u1u2(( 1 - u,v2 -Us) + 
(ul + u2 - v3)i), this integral equals 
Thus the integral splits into two absolutely convergent one-dimensional 
integrals, justifying the change in the order of integration. We see that if 1,) 
1, lie in the first quadrant, the integral (5) represents M(s,, s,; v,, vz). Now 
we allow 1 1, 1, + i from the right. The first expression in brackets in (5) 
becomes 
Zcos(;(s, +a)) (4r~-“~-“Z+~ +a). 
Since 
.(k+s) +) =i&> 
22”-1r(s)r s+l =&f(2s), 
( 2) 
the last expression equals 
J;; (2n)-S,-a T((s, +a)P) 
r((1 -sr -a)/2)’ 
with a similar formula for the second expression in brackets in (5). Making 
these substitutions, we obtain (3). 
As for (4), observe that 
Zb,, $2; VI, v2) 
x exp( - t,(u: + 0: + y:( 1 + 0:) + y:y:)) 
x exp( - t2(( 1 - vlv2 - u3)2 + (21~ + u2 - u3)2 
+ y:( 1 + v:, + y:y:,, t:““22;““2y;~ + = 
x Y2 
dy, dy, dt, dt, s2-advldv2dv3du3----. 
Yl Y2 t1 f2 
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Let U= y:tr, I/= y:y:tl, W= yzf2, X= yfyzy,. Evaluating the integrals 
with respect to u3, u3 by means of the formula (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik 
I3 =W)l) 
00 
e ~ P.x= + 4X & = &4P 
J 
! t ,  for re(p)>O, 
-cc P 
wefindthat (since(1-u,o,)2+(u,+u2)2=(1+~~)(l+~~))wehave 
4S,? $2; VI, v2) 
=r =- 
4 ( 3v1+~v2-2)~~i,^~~~&S”,i: 
xexp(-U(1+u~)-V-UWV-‘(1+u~)(l+u~)-W(1+u~)-X) 
dU dV dW dX 
x WYX6(X+ v)-luvwx’ 
where a = $(2 - s2 + c), /I = +(s, - 6), y = $(2 - s1 -a), and 6 = i(s, + b). 
Changing the order of integration (valid with the inequalities assumed for 
s1 and s2), making the variable changes U -+ U/( 1 + u:), W-t W/( 1 + II:), 
and evaluating the resulting integrals with respect to u1 and u2 by means of 
the formula 
?‘, (1 +u’,-‘du=J;;+-$ re(s) > 1 
(a special case of Euler’s beta integral), we obtain 
rc2 
Its,, 32; VI, v,)=qT 
( 
3v, + 3v, - 2 
r(l-“;-“> r(l-s;+c) 
2 )r(2-;-a)r(2-;+c) 
dU dV dW dX 
x(X+ V)-’ uv~wyx~~~-f~. 
Although this appears to be the same integral as on p. 179 of Bump [ 11, 
actually that integral is misprinted (one of the (X + V)- ’ there should be 
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(X+ V))“*)! The same error is repeated in the last formula of the page. 
However, the method of evaluation is the same. Since 
with Y = X+ V, we have, in terms of Euler’s beta function B(/?, 6) = 
m) n4 w+w, 
Substituting this into our previous integral, we see that 
dUdVdWdX x(X+ V)-’ U”V~WYX6---- 
uvwx 
Now letting u = $%, u = m, this last integral equals 
x uh - -9 + VI - WY2 K (s, +s2-2),2w) $ f 
= 8B(B, ,j) Jom u(3v~ + 3v2- 2)/7- 
This Weber-Schafheitlin integral is known (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [S, 
6.576.4]), and so we obtain (4). 
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2. THE SPECIAL WHITTAKER FUNCTION W8iP,R,9 
Let us now prove Theorem 2. Observe that when vr = v2 = $, the expres- 
sion in Theorem 1 simplifies by the triplication formula for the Gamma 
function. Indeed, we have 
5 0 51 m WS,9,8,9(Y1, Y2)Y”,l-2Y;2-2LL 4 40 Yl Y2 
,.42.33/2.7c)y-s2 
Q3s,/2- 1)~(3s,/2- 1) 
U(s, +s2)/2) . 
(6) 
Also, we have the following 
LEMMA. Zf j: F(y) y’- ’ dy = G(r), then 
4, 42 F( y;13 + y;/3) y”l’ - 2/3yy ~ 213 v v 
1 2 
9 G 38, +3~,-~ 
( 
r(3s,/2- 1) r(3s,/2- 1) =- 
4 2 r(3(s, + sJ2 - 2) . 
(7) 
To see this, substitute y, = r312 sin3(B) y2 = r312 cos3(8). The left-hand 
side in (7) becomes 
F(r) r (3mh + ~2) ~ 3 sin3sl ~ ‘(0) cos3s1 - 3(e) do dr. 
The integral splits into two, and the integral with respect to 8 may be 
expressed as a quotient of Gamma functions by Euler’s beta integral. 
To prove Theorem 2, apply the lemma with 
F(Y) = & K,,~(~xY~‘~), 
so that (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [8, 6.561(16)]) 
G(r)=2-4’33-171-1/3(2,)- W3b f) r(F). 
Making use of the triplication formula again to rewrite the Gamma func- 
tion in the denominator of (7) and comparing with (6), we see that the 
double Mellin transform of Ws,9,8,9( y,, y2) is identical to that of 
+ (YIYZ)~‘~ F(Y:‘~ + Y:‘“). 
By the Mellin inversion formula, they are equal. 
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